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House Document No. 476

78th Congress, 2d Session

MISSOURI RIVER BASIN

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF WAR
TRANSMITTING

A LETTER FROM THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, UNITED
STATES ARMY, DATED DECEMBER 31, 1943, SUBMITTING
A REPORT, TOGETHER WITH ACCOMPANYING PAPERS
AND ILLUSTRATIONS, ON A REVIEW OF REPORTS ON
THE MISSOURI RIVER, FOR FLOOD CONTROL ALONG
THE MAIN STEM FROM SIOUX CITY, IOWA, TO THE
MOUTH, REQUESTED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE ON FLOOD CONTROL, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ADOPTED ON MAY 13, 1943
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

wAR DEPARTME.1.
~T,
Washington, February 28, 1944.
The SPEAKEROF THE HousE OF REPRESE~TATIVES.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER:I am transmitting herewith a report dated
December 31, 1943, from the Chief of Engineers, United States Army,
together with accompanying papers and an illustration, on a review
of reports on the 11issouri River, with a view to flood control along the
main stem from Sioux City, Iowa, to its mouth, requested by a resolution of the Committee on Flood Control, House of Representatives,
adopted on ~fay 13, 1943.
In view, however, of the large quantities of materials, equipment,
and manpower which would be required on the construction of the
projects proposed in the report, and since there is no presently indicated necessity for them in the ,var program, the Department considers that initiation of construction should be deferred until after
the war or until essentiality in the war effort hus been established.
By letter of February 16, 1944, the Bureau of the Budget advises
that there would be no objection to the submission of the report to
Congress for its information, but that the authorization of the improvements recommended by the Chief of Engineers would not be in accord
with the program of the President, at least at the present. Further
advice as to the relationship to the program of the President 1 of the
improvements considered in the report, will be given by the Bureau of
the Budget after review and consideration by that Bureau of reports
of other Federal agencies and additional material to be submitted by
the Chief of Engineers. A copy of the letter of the Bureau of the
Budget containing its comments is enclosed.
Respectfully,
HENRYL. STn1sox,
Secretary of }Var.
V

LETTER FROM THE BGREAU OF THE BUDGET

EXECUTIVEOFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D. 0., February 16, 1944The Honorable the SECRETARYOF WAR.
~fy DEAR ~fR. SECRETARY:Reference is made to your letter of
January 7, 1944, transmitting in accordance with section 4 of Executive Order No. 9384, dated October 4, 1943, the proposed report of
the Chief of Engineers on a review of reports on the ~Iissouri River,
with a view to flood control along the main stem from Sioux City, Iowa,
to its mouth, and requesting advice as to the relationship of the
proposed report to the program of the President.
A preliminary review of this proposed report indicates the following
to be the situation:
1. A difference of opinion appears to exist between the Corps of
Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation over the use and control of
the waters of the Missouri River and its tributaries west of, or entering
above, Sioux City, Iowa, although the exact nature of these differences
cannot be ascertained until the report of the Bureau of Reclamation
for the area is completed and submitted to the Bureau of the Budget,
in accordance with section 4 of Executive Order No. 9384. In
response to my inquiry of January 18, 1944, a copy of which I sent to
you, the Acting Secretary of the Interior, under date of January 22,
1944, advised me that the Bureau of Reclamation is currently completing, after a 5-year study, and will ha,e available on 1Iay 1, 1944,
a report on the 11:issouri River Basin directed primarily toward the
development of irrigation, hycfroelectric power production, and other
beneficial uses of water. Also, until that time, I will not have an
estimate of those Federal expenditures to be proposed under the plan
of the Bureau of Reclamation that will be in addition to the amounts
recommended to be authorized under the plan proposed by the Chief
of Engineers.
_2. It appears that the flood-control plan proposed for the 11issouri
Rn-er by the Chief of Engineers will not be complete without supplementary action by other departments of the Government.
In respon e to my inquir.v of January 21, 1944, a copy of which I sent to
:rou, the Acting Secretary of Agriculture, under date of February 4,
1944, advises me that in the opinion of the Department of Agriculture
~11proposals for multiple-purpose treatment of river basins should
rnclu<le consideration of the contrjbution that land-use treatment
ca~ properly make, and particularly so in river basins presenting as
enou erosion and siltation problem as the 1issouri. While the
Department of Agriculture has not yet developed specific programs
of land-use treatment in this area to supplement the plan proposed by
the Chief of Engineers, the Department has made a very rough
VII
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preliminary and generalized estjmate for the Missouri Basin as a
whole that indicates Federal expenditures of $1,000,000 for planning
and approximately $350,000,000 for undertaking the programs that
would be required in addition to the amounts recommended to be
authorized under the plan proposed by the Chief of Engineers.
3. The full development of the water resources of the Missouri Basin
shoul~ include detailed considera.tion of the possibilities of hydroelectnc power development. In response to my inquiry of January
22, 1944, a copy of which I sent to you, the Chairman of the Federal
Power Commission, under date of February 14, 194.4, advises me that
power development will prove an important factor in any program
for the Missouri Basin, it being estimated that the full development of
the water resources of the :Missouri River and its tributaries might
ultimately include the installation of as much as 3,000,000 kilowatts
at projects either now contemplated or which subsequent investigation
may show to be desfrable without sacrifice of the other benefits which
the river and its tributaries should contribute to the growth and welfare of the region. More than half of this additional power would
probably be found in projects constructed in the main stem of the
Missouri River. The Chairman also advises, however, that pendjng a
more detailed survey and study of the Missouri River, the Commission cannot estimate the Federal expenditures for such power development that would be in addition to the amount:; recommended to be
authorized under the plan proposed by the Chief of Engineers. Such
detailed survey and study would require from $200,000 to $250,000,
in addition to the funds now available to the Federal Power Commission.
4. The plan proposed by the Chief of Engineers recommends improvements be authorized at a first cost to the Federal Government
of $481,600,000, in addition to the recommended completion of other
presently authorized reservoirs and levees at a first cost to the Federal
Government of $171,000,000, or a total, in all, of $658,600,000. In
combination with the rough estimated outlays by the Department of
Agriculture of $350,000,000, this would bring the total known cost of
carrying out the plans to slightly more than $1,000,000,000. However, no detailed analyses of the tangible benefits that would accrue
under the plan proposed by the Chief of Engineers are now available
to justify even the proposed additional Federal expenditure of
$481,600,000 that the Chief of Engineers recommends be authorized,
although it is stated in his report that the proposed system of levees
and reservoirs would provide complete flood protection to fixed and
movable property with an estimated value of about $1,000,000,000.
5. The proposed report of the Chief of Engineers does not make
clear what his views are as to the ultimate relationship that should
prevail among the plan proposed in this report, t_heprol?osed 9-foot
channel project for the Missouri River between Sioux City and. the
mouth as recommended in House Document No. 214, Seventy-sixth
Congr~ss, and now under consideration by th~ Congre~s in the pending
bill (H. R. 3961) "Authorizing the construct10n, repair, and preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for_ other
purposes," and upstream uses of the water resour?es of the_basm:
6. The immediate authorization and construct10n of this pro1ect,
because of war necessity, is not apparent. Your proposed lett~r to
the chairman, Committee on Flood Control, House of Representatives,
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tates that the War Department believes that initiation of construction on the improvements recommended by the Chief of Engineers
"should be deferred until after the war, or until essentiality in the
war effort has been established.''
I have taken the proposed report up "rith the President and while
there would be no objection to your submitting it to the Congress for
its information, if you wish to do so at this time, the authorization
of the improvements recommended therein by the Chief of Engineers
would not be in accord with the program of the President, at least
at the present. Further advice as to the relationship to the program
of the President of the improvements considered in the proposed
report will be given after the review and consideration in this office of1. The proposed report of the Bureau of Reclamation to be completed on ~lay 1, 1944.
2. Detailed estimates of additional appropriations to be submitted
by the (a) Department of Agriculture, covering the planning of the
necessary supplementary land-use treatment programs in the 1Iissouri
Basin; (b) Federal Power Commission for studying power development possibilities of the water resources in the area.
3. Special supplementary statements by the Chief of Engineers
providing additional details as to his views of (a) the tangible floodcontrol benefits to be derived in relation to the Federal outlays that
are recommended in this proposed report; (b) the ultimate relationship that should prevail among the flood-control plan recommended
in this proposed report, the proposed 9-foot channel project for the
Missomi River, and upstream uses of the water resomces in this
basin.
Accordingly, I am forwarding copies of this letter to the Secretaries
of Interior and Agriculture and the Chairman· of the Federal Power
Commission for their information and necessary action. I hope that
you will direct the Chief of Engineers to prepare and submit to the
Bureau of the Budget at the earliest practicable date, but certainly
not later than :"Iay 1, 1944, the special supplementary statements
that I have referred to above.
I would appreciate your including a copy of this letter in any submission to the Congress that you may decide to make at this time of
the proposed report of the Chief of Engineers.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD

96161-44-'.!

D.

SMITH,

Director.

LETTER

OF THE CHIEF

OF ENGINEERS,

UNITED

STATES ARMY

WAR DEPARTMEN:T,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, December 31, 1943.
The CHAIRMAN,COMMITTEEON FLOOD CoNTROL,
House of Representatives, liVashington, D. C.
11y DEAR UR. CHAIRMAN:1. The Committee on Flood Control of
the House of Representatives, by resolution adopted on 1\Iay 13, 1943,
requested the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors to review
the reports on the Missouri River contained in House Document No.
238, Seventy-third Congress, second session, and House Document
Ko. 821, Seventy-sixth Congress, third session, with a view to determining whether any modification should be made therein at this time
mth respect to flood control along the main stem of the Uissouri
River from Siou.."'{
City, Iowa, to its mouth. I enclose the report of
the Board in response thereto.
2. The Board concurs int.he report of the division engineer and rec-ommends modification of the approved general comprehensive plan
for flood control and other purposes in the Missouri River Basin to
include 12 additional multiple-purpose reservoirs, works to divert water
to the Devils Lake and James Rirnr Basin regions, and a system of
levees and appurtenant works along the ~1issouri River between Sioux
City and the mouth, in general accordance with the plan of the division engineer, as shown on the accompanying map, with such modifications thereof and changes therein as the Secretary of \Var and Chief
of Engineers may find advisable, at an estimated cost to the United
States of $481,600,000 for these additional works, with local cooperation as specified in the Board's report. The Board further recommends that in addition to previous authorizations of funds there be
authorized, for appropriation, funds sufficient to provide for initiation
and prosecution of the expanded general comprehensive plan in logical
steps.
.
3. The reports of the di vision engineer and the Board were ref erred
to the Bureau of Reclamation, the Federal Power Commission, and
the Department of Agriculture for their comments. Several conferences have also been held both in Washington and in the field between
representatives of these agencies and of the Corps of Engineers.
The views and comments of the three agencies are contained in full
in the letters of reply which accompany this report.
4. The Department of AgTiculture states that, although its responsibilities do not embrace the construction of the types of engineering
works discussed in the report, the benefits of theLproposed program
for flood control, irrigation, power, navigation, wildlife, recreation,
and other multiple-purpose developments are of great, concern to
the interests of agriculture in this important area and will have a
direct bearing on the use of the rural resources of the basin. Both
the droughts of recent years and the disastrous floods of 1943 demonstrate the need for such a comprehensive plan of multiple-purpose
regulation and development of the upper Missouri River. The
1
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Depu.~t1:1~nt of ;A-griculture is of the opinion that the proposal of
the divi~10n engmeer and. of the Board_ for progressive step-by-stop
cooperative development is a constructive approach to the solution
of the problems of water use in the Missouri River Basin and it
assures its full cooperation in the accomplishment of this plan. That
pepartment believes that it may be of particular assistance through
its _programs for water-flow retardation and soil-erosion prevention
wl11ch may serve as valuable supplements to the comprehensive
program.
5. The Federal Power Com1nission is of the opinion that the proposed comprehensive plan should go far toward resolving present
conflicts of interest in the use of the water resources of the basin
through the construction of ad<litional storage reservoirs. These
conflicts now arise because of insufficiency of usable water, under
present conditions of basin development, to meet all projected ,vater
requirements.
The Commission approves the recognition in the
report of the importance of cooperation among government.al agencies
and local interests in the development of the program and it desires
to cooperate flll'ther in the working out of details. It considers that
the Missouri Basin affords a unique opportunity for such cooperative
proce<lure, which should be directed to a.ssure the maximum benefits
possible under the multiple-use concept. The Commission is convinced that power development will prove an important factor in
the Missouri Basin program and believ-es that at least 10,000,000,000
kilowatt-hours of additional hydroelectric energy per year may
eventually be developed without sacrifice of other benefits to the
region from the use of its water resources. The Commission recommends that current authorizations for flood control be broadened to
permit construction for multiple-purpose use and that the plan of
the division engineer and the Board for undertaking the development
of the ~Iissouri River on a step-by-step basis be authorized, with
latitude for such modification as changing conditions shovl to be
desirable.
6. The Bureau of Reclamation -believes that the development of a
truly comprehensive plan of improvement for the Missouri River
Basin can best be accomplished through integration of the studies and
investigations of the Corps of Engineers with those of the Bureau,
each agency operating in its respective field as determined by existing
law. A proportionate share of all the benefits from an integrated
basin program should, in the opinion of the Bureau, be applied to
each feature of the program in advance of construction, and all reservoirs, including Fort Peck, should be operated to obtain the maximum
benefit from all water uses, with preference being given to functions
which contribute most to the welfare and livelihood of the greatest
number of people. The Bureau recommends adoption of the policy
that works of improvement under a comprehensive plan should be
constructed maintained, and operated by the agency ·with the dominant intere~t under existing law, after appropriate consultation ~th
other agencies definitely concerned with p~ases other than that ~terest. The Bureau considers the plan of improvement proposed m
the reports of the division engineer and the Board of Engineer~ for
Rivers and Harbors, adequate for flood control alo~g the_lower riv:er,
but calls attention to flood problems on the upper tributaries for which
a .solution is not provided. It is the opinion of the Bureau that reser-
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,oirs on the Yellowstone Ri,er and tributaries should be built primarilv for irrio-ation after coordination with plans now being prepared
b, the Bmea~ and that the door should be left open for possible
chano-es in the ~umber and size of the proposed main-stem reservoirs
and iiiplans for diversions into the Dakotas.
If the impro,ements
proposed by the division engineer and the Board are carried out in
accordance with the news of the Bureau of Reclamation, that agency
sees no reason why these improvements would not fit in a comprehensive plan for the Missouri River Basin.
7. It is evident that all the Federal agencies concerned agree that
the maximum feasible multiple-pmpose use of water and the broadest
economic program of reser,oirs for that type of use are the primary
principles on which the planned denlopment of the water resomces
o:f the 1Iissouri River Y alley should be based. It is equally evident
that to accomplish this type of clenlopment, the details of planning
must be \Yorked out in a progressive manner through the correlation.
and coordinated efforts of all agencies, Federal, State, and local, concerned with these resources. Due allowance must be made for any
changed conditions that may arise in the future. However, I do not
consider it practicable to make final allocation of proportionde costs .
in advance of construction.
8. The appropriate distribution of proper benefits over the entire
·rnlley is u definite part of the phn proposed in the report of the J.insion engineer and the Board, not only to those projects recommended
in the report itself, but also to any others that may legally be proposed
by other agencies. That report 2.lso cc:!ltemplates that the uses of
presently authorized and existing multiple-purpose reservoirs will be
progressfrely broadened and reapportioned as additional water is
stored by the dams proposed in the expanded plan. The adjustment
of water use to meet the changing n.eeds of the 1Iissouri Basin as a
whole can and will be made as the comprehensi·rn dev-elopment proceeds step-by-step toward ultimate accomplishment.
When completed the basin plan will be operated for maximum multiple-pmpose
use. Thus preference can be given to the functions which contribute
most significantly to the welfare and lirnlihood of the people of -various
parts of the basin, and at the same time adequate steps can be taken
to meet nmv economic situations that may arise in the future.
9. The Corps of Engineers recognizes the broad and important
interests and responsibilities of the Bureau of Reclamation in the
1Iissouri River Basin and -will continue to plan its vrnrk in that basin
so as to coordinate fully the activities of both agencies. There is no
question that reservoirs on the Yellowstone River and its tributaries
will furnish an important contribution to water conservation in the-upper portion of the ~Iissouri Y alley. The two reservoirs proposed
in the-report of the division engineer and of the Board, augmented by
such addit,ional projects as the Bureau may find advisable, should beplunned, with modifications if necessary, to provide the maximum
feasible storage for conservation purposes. ~fony of the reserYoirs of
the proposed system will produce major benefits to conservation and
irrigation, notably in the upper basin. Tributary reservoirs should,
,vhen advisable from the standpoint of basin-wide rlevelopment, beconstructed, operated, and maintained by the agency with the dominant interest under existing law. It is essential, however, that the
main-stem projects be built, operated, and maintained by the Corps.
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•of Engi~eers, and. that the utilization of storage reserved for flood
·control m all multiple-purpose reservoirs on tributaries be in accordance with regulation_s prescribed· by the Secretary of War, in order to
se?ure _necessary unified control of the flood waters of the Missouri
River 1tself, and to coordinate reservoir operation in this basin with
that of other basins to obtain the maximum practical results for flood
control on the Mississippi River. Conversclv utilization of storaO'e
reserved for irrigation in all multiple-purpose ~'eservoirs should be in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
10. The amount of storage in the main-stem reservoirs and the
.loc~tion and size of these reservoirs is of vital importance to the
ultimate development of the entire basin. I am convinced in the
ligh_t of all information now available that the plan of the division
engmeer and the Board provides a flexible basis for securing that
storage and obtaining the full multiple-purpose use of the waters of
the Missouri Valley. The plan contemp]ates further expansion with
a v~ew to solving the flood and _other ~roblems in the upper tributary
basms. 1/fany of these solut10ns will doubtless be accomplished
through the construction, by appropriate agencies, of additional
multiple-purpose reservoirs on those tributaries and headwater
streams.
11. The Department recognizes water-flow retardation, soil-erosion
prevention, and production of hydroelectric power as important parts
of the Missouri Basin program. The generation of power, in multiplepurpose projects now authorized for flood control and in those proposed in the expanded plan of development, is a definite part of the
recomw.ended program. Plans for the production, transmission, and
sale of hydroelectric power should be worked out with the cooperation
of the Federal Power Commission. Installation of power facilities
so as to meet the economic needs of the Missouri Basin should be
approved from time to time by the Secretary of War upon recommendations by the Federal Power Commission and the Chief of
Engineers.
12. The proposed reservoirs will inundate Indian lands at several
points. The estimates submitted on the over-all cost of the projects
include funds to cover the cost of taking such lands and buildings,
including relocation of burial grounds. It is to be understood, therefore, that approval of this plan includes authority for the Indians
throuO'h their tribal councils, wibh the approval of the Secretary of
the I~terior, to convey and relinquish such property to the United
States and authority for the Secretary of War to enter into appropriate' agreements with the Secretary of the_ Interior and the Indian
tribes concerned for the payment of the fair value ·of the property
taken or for the contribution of a sum approximating such value
toward locating or constructing or toward relocating or reconstruct,ing
buildings, works, facilities, or water projects in the vicinity of the
Missouri River or its tributaries.
13. In summary, I believe that the expanded plan ?f.~evelop1:Ilent
for the Missouri River Basin as recommended by the d1v1s10nengmeer
and the Board establishes a broad framework for comprehensive
basin-,,"ide impr~vements that will derive the maximum benefits fr<?m
the full multiple-purpose use of the water r~sources. of that bas11;1.
Th 9,t plan is flexible in that it proposes suffic1~nt latitude to permit
such modifications thereof and changes therem ~s may be found
ad\ isablc, and it should be augmented by appropriate work of other
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agencies duly constituted by law to perform such work. Thus there
are no problems of water use that cannot be satisfactorily solved with
the full cooperation of all water-use agencies as the over-all plan of
improvement is placed under construction.
14. This comprehensive plan should be approved now and at least
the first phase of development authorized to be prosecuted in the
same manner as that prescribed by existing law for similar comprehensive plans for large river basins. Approval at this time will permit
details to be worked out through coordination and cooperation with
all other agencies concerned and will enable working plans to be prepared so that construction can be initiated expeditiously and prosecuted ,vith efficiency and dispatch throughout the post-war period.
15. I have considered carefully the reports of the division engineer
and the Board of Engineers and the statements thereon made by the
three afore-mentioned Federal agencies. I concur with the Board of
Engineers in approving the plans of the division engineer and I recommend modification of the general comprehensive plan for the Missouri
River Basin substantially in accordance with the plans of the division
engineer for flood control, irrigation, power development, navigation,
and other purposes, with such modifications thereof and changes
therein as the Secretary of War and Chief of Engineers may from
time to time find advisable, at an estimated cost to the United States
of $481,600,000 for additional works; subject to the conditions that
local interests provide without cost to the United States all land,
easements, and rights-of-way necessary for construction of levee units
and appurtenant works and maintain the levee units and appurtenant
works after completion; maintenance includes normally such matters
as cutting grass, removal of weeds, local drainage, and minor repairs.
It is further recommended that in addition to previous authorizations
of funds there be authorized for appropriation, funds sufficient to
pron.de for initiation and prosecution of the expanded general comprehensive plan in logical steps.
Very truly yours,
E. REYBOLD,
Major General, Chief of Engineers.
COMMENTS

OF THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
DEPART:\IENT
OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION,

Tilashington, D. C., December 17, 1943,
Maj. Gen. E. RFYBOLD,
Chief of Engineers, War Department.
DEAR GENERALREYBOLD:I have studied carefully the report of
the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, dated August 23,
1943, on the subject of the 11issouri River, mouth to Siou..~ City,
Iowa, upon which, in your letter of August 28, 1943, you requested the
Bureau of Reclamation to make comments.
A PLAN

FOR THE

,vHOLE

BASIN

Primarily, the Bureau of Reclamation desires to emphasize that
the plan for the ~1issouri Basin initially presented to the Congress
should be truly comprehensive in adequately providing not only for
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the control of floods ~n1 th_eimprovement of navigation, but also for
full development of 1rngat10n, hydroelectric power production and
all other bene~cial uses of water. The criterion for the design ~f the
plan, and of its component parts, should be whether it will secure
that management of the waters of the Missouri River which is most
beneficial to the residents of the basin.
The report of the Board of Rivers and Harbors, in accordance with
t.J.:iegeneral. co~gressional authorization to the Corps of Engineers, is
directed prrnc1pally toward flood control and navigation improvement. A report on the :Missouri River Basin, based on over 5 years
of intensive. investigations, is currently being prepared by the Bureau
~f Reclamation for completion this spring. That report, likewise
m accordance with the general congressional authorization to the
Bu~e3:u o~ Reclamation, is directed primarily toward the development
of 1rngat10n, hydroelectric power production, and other beneficial
uses of water. I believe that you will agree that a truly comprehensive plan can be developed best through integration of these two
approaches.
GOVERNING

PRINCIPLES

The development of such a comprehensive plan involves adjustment
of many factors of flood control, navigation, irrigation, hydroelectric
power production, and numerous other functions of water conservation
and management.
These adjustments in a unified program can be
accomplished satisfactorily only if certain principles are recognized
as fundamental in the control and utilization of the waters of the
Missouri River. Likewise certain principles of administration are
indicated to assure effective, coordinated, and economical planning
and execution of the program. I am taking this occasion to express
the views of the Bureau of Reclamation on these matters, since they
are the basis of my specific comments on the plan that you have
presented. I also recommend that these principles be incorporated
into whatever authorizing legislation may be enacted by the Congress.
If these principles govern, and if the specific comments I make later
in this letter are satisfied, then there remains no reason why the work
proposed by the report of the Board of Rivers and Harbors, as thus
modified, would not fit the comprehensive plan for the basin. There
would then be no necessity for delaying the first phase of construction
for further integration with later reports. Projects of the Bureau of
Reclamation, as authorize.cl by Congress, likewise would be integral
with the comprehensive plan. The principles are enunciated below:
1. It is recognized that a sound program for the river subbasins of the Missouri
comprehends a wide variety of functions, including but not limited to flood control navigation, irrigation, restoration of surface and ground water levels_, hydroelectric production, P?llution abate!-llent, fish an~ wil_dlife _preservat10n and
recreation.
In many, if not all, port10ns of the entire M1ssonn watershed some,
many or all of these functions are closely interrelated.
In practice, programs for
the c~mponent subbasins will be developed in several s~ages each of whi~h should
inc]ud~ provision for suitable features necessary for the m~errelated functions such
as flood control, navigation, irrigation, power product10n, etc., that are then
present.
d
'd
2. In conformity with that principle, justification procedure. shoul prov1. e
for applying the sum of all of the benefits deriving from such ai:i mtegrated b~sm
program to all of the features included in it. The _final allocat10n of proport10nate costs among the various multiple benefits tha~ ~111 accrue from any one feature
or group of features should, therefore, be made Jomtly and reported _to the Congress in concert by the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamat10n, and the
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Federal Power Commission.
These allocations should be reported in advance of
the start of construction of any group of related features.
3. In planning the control and utilization of the water~ of the :\Iissouri Basin,
the wide t range of multiple benefits should be sought in each feature or group
of feature . All rPservoirs included in the comprehensive plan including Fort
Peck. nbould he operated to obtain the maximum benefits in common for flood
control, navigation, irrigation, power generation, and other water-con~ervation
actidtie , including, but not limited to, utilization for fish and \\ildlife preservation, recreation, pollution abatement, maintenance of surface and ground water
le\·el , silt control, and domestic and indwtrial purpo es. To the extent, however, that several function of water control and utilization are conflicting. preference hould be given to functions which contribute most significantly to the
welfare and livelihood of the largest number of people.
It is, for example, the
view of the Bureau of Reclamation, that the waters of the :\Iis ouri River and its
tributarie~ west of or entering above Sioux City are more u eful to more people
if utilized for domestic, agricultural, and industrial purposes than for navigationimpro,·ement purpo es. To the extent that these uses are competith-e, domestic,
agricultural, and industrial uses hould have preference.
4. The Corp of Ergir:.eers hould construct. operate, and maintain an:y feature
in which flood coritrol and navigation are dominant consideration , and the Bureau
of Reclamation should COP truct, operate, and maintain any feature in which the
fu .cti01 s of irrigation, restoration of surface and grourd "·ater levels, and power
are dominant.
To the extent that irrigation, restoration of surface and ground
water levels arid power are itwolved in the cor:struction, operation, and mainter.a._ce of features in which flood control and navigation are dominant, the Corps
of Engir..eers would advi e and con ult "·ith the Bureau of Reclamation in the
cor truction, operation, and mainter aTJ.ceof nch features; and to the extent that
flood control ar.d rravigation arc invoked in feature in which irrigation, restoration of urface and ground water levels, and power are dominant, the Bureau of
Reclamation would corsult and advise with the Corps of Engineern in the construction, operation, and mainteY)ance of uch features.
5. The main-stem reseryoirs below Fort Peck dam as described in the report of
the Board of Rivers and Harbor:3 and a~ finally authorized, becau e of their
peculiarly close relatior1ship with flood control and navigation below Sioux City,
should be CO"'.'structed, operated, and maintained by the Corps of Eng;ineers.
The corps should, however, consult with the Bureau of Reclamation in advance
of de ig ing or co-n.tructing the necessary dams in order that the p:an, purpo-efully
rendered flexible in the report of the Board of Rivers a•1d Harbors, will be adjusted
to the 1.eed of irrigation a1~d po\\·er as they are developed by the Bureau of Reclamation in .r~orth Dakota a11d outh Dakota and, if and when appropriate, other
tates of the arid and semiarid zone.
RECLA.MA.TIOK'S

lNTEEEST

For the purpose of indicatin~ the extent of the interests of the
Bureau of Reclamation in the ~Iissouri River Basin, you may find
illuminnting data developed by our studies. .At the present time
therC' are 4,185,000 acres of land irrigated in the entire basin, of which
555,000 are in Federal projects.
The inigation ·works serving this
Ian~ represent investments totaling approximately $200,000 000 of
which $61,753,000 are in Federal projects. At present there are
1.342 water-storage reservoirs in the basin, including 11 that principally serve for po\\Ter generation.
Exclusive of the Fort Peck reservoir, ·which has a capacity of 19,412,000 acre-feet, these reservoirs
have a combined capacity of 8,116,000 acre-feet of water. .A.tpresent
there are hydroelectric plants in the basin of a total installed capacity
of 461,383 kilowatts, of which about 100,000 kilowatts are in Federal
power plants.
Our tudies indicate that an additional 4 400,000 acres of land in
the ba~in can be irrigated, 2,300,000 acres from the main stream and
the_remainder from its tributaries, through the construction of some
96161-44-3
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~O ~dditional reservoirs and related irrigation works. These stu<lies
mdicate also that an additional 952,000 kilowatts of hydroelectric
power can ~e developed through utilizing head created at some of the
new reservoirs.
In 1940, the value of all crops produced in the 7 arid and semiarid
States of t~e. basin was $444,192,000. Our studies indicate that
through full Irrigation development of the basin additional crops with a
valu~ of $100,500,000 per annum can be produced. The significance
of this to the 4,699,781 people who live in the States that are arid and
se~iaridz at least in part, in the M_issouri River Basin, is not found
1
entirely m the fa_ct tn~t
the _annual H?-crease~ould be nearly equal to
one-t~urth of therr entire agricultural mcome m 1940. The mcrease in
stability that would be provided would be the major consideration.
The effects of droughts, which in the past decade caused a net loss of
302,314 in the population of the basin, ·would be materially ameliorated
when such droughts reoccur, as they will in the fut.me. Our estimates are that more than 350,000 persons would find stable farm homes
on the newly irrigated land alone. It is obviously important, when
these facts are considered, that the irrigation possibilities be realized.
Much of the water that will be used in some parts of the basin in
the irrigation of lands must be lifted by pumps to the canals. The
hydroelectric power that is possible of development must be closely
integrated in the irrigation plan or many possibilities never can be
realized. The potential power. of course, \vill open important commercial and industrial avenues that will lead the whole area to new
developments, which, in their degree, also will contribute to new
prosperity and added stability.
Directly associated, also, with the irrigation development will be
the restoration of surface and ground-water levels through diversion
of water from the main stream and spreading it through canals. The
problem of restoring Devils Lake will thus be met, and ways will be
opened to attack the problem of restoration of the ground water in
the North Dakota sandstone strata that is the source of supply of
most of the domestic ~rells in several States. Diverted water will
assist also in ameliorating pollution problems at nearly a score of
cities in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota.
The Bureau of Reclamation has developed an inventory of irrigation projects that is more nearly complete than exhibit C of your
report of September 30, 1933, House Document No. 238, Seventythird Congress, second session. For the information of the corps anrl
those who may be interested iu foe plans for the Missouri Basin that
we are developing, I am attaching our map of proposed Missouri River
Ba.sin developments. This map is not complete as to irrigation projects of less than 1,000 acres in area. The reservoirs shown to be under
consideration by this map, in a number of instances_, will be useful for
the production of power in addition to irrigation, and in many instances
they will have appreciable, if not major, flood-control contributions to
make.
SPECIFIC

COMMENTS

In the light of the discussion that has preceded, I offer the following
comment on the report of the Board of Rivers and Harbors that you
have submitted:
A. The authorized and proposed reservoirs would provide adequa~e flood control, I agree, on the Republican, Kansas, Osage, and Gasconade Rivers and on
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Cherry Creek through the city of Denver.
Constructi_on of the separ~te pr<;>jects
in these basins should be undertaken by the agency which has the dommant mterest, as determined by the policy suggested in subparagraph numbered 4 of this
letter.
B. The Boysen and Lower Canyon reservoirs that are proposed, on the other
hand, I believe will not provide relief from the damaging ice-jam floods along the
Yellowstone River. Since they control too little run-off to be very effective in
reducing flood peaks below Sioux City, I question that their construction should
be authorized with that purpose only in mind. They should not be authorized
for construction and subsequent use for flood-control and navigation purposes
below Sioux City in advance of a coordinated study and report on the Yellowstone
and its tributaries in which this Bureau participates.
The interests of irrigation
in Wyoming and Montana are likely to be intimately affected by these two reservoirs, which should be constructed, if and when authorized, by the Bureau of
Reclamation.
C. If the plan as now authorized were to be modified as proposed by the report
of the :Soard of Rivers and Harbors and completed, there would remain throughout the upper part of the basin, at least, flood-damaged and flood-menaced areas
for which no relief would have been authorized.
D. I am in hearty agreement with the proposal that modification of the plans
for the reservoirs proposed in the report of the Board of Rivers and Harbors be an
expressly reserved privilege. Our studies indicate that the corps may want to
adjust its plans for the location and size of some of these reservoirs when the full
facts are developed. The Bureau of Reclamation contemplates the recommendation of construction of a number of reservoirs upstream from the main-stem
reservoirs that have been included in the report of the Board of Rivers and Harbors. Numbers of these will have flood-control functions, and they may have
far-reaching effects on the storage capacity needed on the Missouri River in North
Dakota and South Dakota.
Full consideration of these matters may considerably alter the reservoirs as initially suggested.
For example, through elimination
of one of the main-stem reservoirs, jf that should be found to be warranted, and
the substitution of several reservoir$ on tributaries to provide commensurate
flood-control storage, it probably would be possible for the Bureau of Reclamation
to make marked irrigation contributions that are not contemplated in the report
as it was submitted for comment.
Also, our studies indicate that diversions of
water from the Fort Peck Reservoir and the Oahe site for use in North Dakota
and South Dakota may be preferable to the proposal in the report that a diversion
be made at Garrison Dam. Precisely the same ends would be served, many of
t!1em perhaps in higher degree and more profitably for everyone. I should not
like to see the door closed now against consideration of any alternate means of
replenic:ihing Devils Lake, diverting water into the James and Sheyenne Rivers,
and providing for irrigation east of the Missouri River.

Thank you for providing me this opportunity to review the report
and to make comments upon it. I hope these views may assist in the
completion of the best plan that it is possible now to devise and in the
integration of our work into a truly comprehensive plan f~r the l\lissouri River Basin as a whole.
Sincerely yours,
H. W. BASHORE,Commissioner.

OFFICE

WAR DEPARTMENT,
OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, August 28, 1943.

Mr. H. W. BASHORE,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR MR. BASHORE:In accordance with our agreement with
reference to multiple-purpose projects, I am enclosing herewith a
folder containing copies of the reports of the division engineer and
of the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors on the Department's authorized survey on Missouri River, Sioux City, Iowa, to
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the mouth, with the request that you furnish me with your comment thereon as soon as practicable.
Very truly yours,
E. REYBOLD,
Major Ge,neml, Chief of Engineers.
COMMENTS

OF THE FEDERAL

POWER COMMISSION

FEDERALPOWER COMMISSION,
Washington, December 14, 1943.

Maj. Gen. E. REYBOLD,
Chief of Engineers, War Department,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR GENERALREYBOLD:Reference is made to your letter of
August 28, 1943, transmitting copies of the reports of the division
engineer and of the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors on the
War Department's authorized survey of the Missouri River, Sioux
City, Iowa, to the mouth, and requesting comments of this Commission
thereon.
The report,s of your Department were made in response to the resolution adopted May 13, 1943, by the Committee on Flood Control,
House of Representatives, requesting the Board of Engineers for
Rivers and Harbors to review the report on the Missouri R~ver contained in House Document No. 238, Seventy-third Congress, second
session, and House Document No. 821, Seventy-sixth Congress, third
session, with a view to determining whether any modification should
be made therein at this time with respect to flood control along the
main stem of the M~ssomi River from Sioux City, Iowa, to its mouth.
The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, after review and
consideration of the report of your division engineer, recommends
modification of the approved general comprehensive plan for flood
control and other pmposes in the Missouri River Basin. The revised
plan would include 12 additional multiple-purpose reservoirs, works to
divert water to the Devils Lake and James River Basin regions, and a
system of levees and similar improvements along the Missouri River
between Sioux City and the mouth, in general accordance with the
plan of the division engineer, as shown on the map accompanying his
report, with such modifications thereof and changes therein as the
Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers may find advisable. The
cost to the United States of these additional works is estimated at
$481,600,000.
The Commission's staff has reviewed the reports and recommendations in the light of various studies made in connection with problems
of the Missouri River Basin. While there has been no opportunity for
detailed study of the projects presently suggested for inclusion in
the comprehensive plan, the staff indicates that it is in general accord
with the recommendations as providing a broad basis for improvement
of the basin. The staff properly points out that the details must, of
necessity, be worked out step by step and the authorizing legislation
should, therefore, permit wide latitude in the selection and modification of projects.
The proposed comprehensive plan should go far toward resolving
present conflicts of. intere~t in the use ~f the "Yater resources of the
basin. These conflicts arise because of insufficiency of usable water,
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under present conditions of basi? develop~ent, to meet all proj_ected
water requirements.
C,onstr~ct10~ of add}t10nal ~t?rage reservoirs on
the main stream and tributaries will provide additional water for the
various uses by retaining and conserving the flood flows which now
pass down the river to the Mississ~ppi and the Gulf.
. .
.
In this connection, we note mth approval the recogmt10n m the
report of the im~ortance ?f cooperation with other government~l
agencies and local mterests m the development of the program. This
ba in would appear to afford a unique opportunity for such cooperative procedure including the Bureau ~f Reclamation. the Lan~ pse
Coordinator of the Department of Agriculture, and this Commission,
all of which have statutory responsibilities in connection with the
ultimate use of its resources. Such cooperation should be directed to
assuring the maximum benefits possible under the multiple-use concept. \f ater is limited and proposed improvements must be carefully evaluated in advance in terms of land as well as water problems to produce the greatest combined social and economic benefits
to the region.
On the basis of a preliminary review of previous surveys, the Commis ion's staff is convinced that power development will prove an
important factor in the 1Iissouri Basin program. It appears that at
least 10,000 000,000 kilowatt-hours of additional hydroelectric energy
per year may eventually be developed in connection with the storage
dams without sacrifice of the other benefits which the river and its
tributaries should contribute to the growth and welfare of the region.
The Commission has already furnished your Department with a
power-market study for the Fort Randall-Gavins Point projects. We
are now working on the preparation of a power-market report for the
other main stream multiple-purpose projects proposed to be authorized
in the report of the division engineer and of the Board. The Commission will be pleased to have its staff continue to work with your
Depa1-tment in the necessary further studies required for the development of the water resources of this basin.
With a view to assuring the full use of the power possibilities, the
Commission recommends that the authorization for improvements in
the basin be broadened to permit the War Department to construct
on a multiple-purpose basis reservoir projects previously authorized
for flood control only. In other words, the 'IT'ar Department should
have the authority, as funds become available to modify the design
of presently authorized single-purpose projects to permit their construction initially to erve power and other purposes in addition to
flood control if further study should show much modification to be
desirable. Specific reference is made, for example, to the projects in
the Osage River Basin which may fall in this category.
The Commission appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
reports of your Department on a comprehensive plan for the ~Iissouri
River Basin. We concur in the recommendation of our staff that the
plan, for undertaking the development on a step-by-step basis with
latitude for such modifications as to detail as changing conditions
demonstrate to be desirable, be authorized.
Comment with respect
to particular projects and their best use must necessarily be reserved
until such time as our cooperation in connection with further studies
and definite project plans is called for.
Sincerely yours,
LELAND
OLDS, Chairman.
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DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF THE CHrnF OF ENGINEERS,
Washi11.gton,August 28, 1943.

Hon. LELANDOLDS,
Chairman, Federal Power Commission,
Washington, D. 0.
MY DEAR MR. OLDS: In accordance with our usual practice with
respect to cooperation in the investigation of multiple-purpose projects,
I am transmitting herewith a folder containing copies of the reports of
the division engineer and of the Board of Engineers for Rivers and
~arbors on the Department's authorized survey of the Missouri River,
Sioux City, Iowa, to the mouth. It will be appreciated if you will
furnish me with your comments thereon at the earliest practicable
date in order that the report of the Department may be completed
and submitted to Congress.
Very truly yours,
E. REYBOLD,
Major General, Chief of Engineers.
COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF AGRICULTURE

DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE,
Washington, November 23, 1943.
Maj. Gen. THOMASM. ROBINS,
Acting Chief of Engineers, War Department,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR GENERALRonINs: The opportunity afforded by your request
of November 10 for comment on the proposed report of August ·23,
-0n the Missouri River from the mouth to Sioux City, Iowa, is much
appreciated.
Although responsibilities of this Department do not embrace the
construction of the types of flood control, irrigation, power, and other
major engineering works discussed in the report, the program envisaged is of great concern to the interests of agriculture and rural
people in this large and important agricultural area. The damage
done by floods on the Missouri and its tributaries is largely agricultural in character; the benefits from power, navigation, irrigation,
wildlife, recreation, and other multiple-purpose developments will
accrue in no small measure to farm people and rural interests, and will
have a direct bearing on the use of the rural resources of the basin.
In particular, the potentialities of providing irrigation where economically feasible to farming areas of low or uncertain rainfall are large.
Both the droughts of recent years and the disastrous floods of 1943
demonstrate the need for such a comprehensive plan of multiplepurpose regulation and development of the upper Missouri River.
fHIt is our understanding that the plan proposed is not necessarily
final but a framework around which the ultimate basin-wide plan
can progres~ively be developed, with f~l recognition. give1;1to t;iie
best utilizat10n of the waters of the mam stream and its tributaries
in accordance with the multiple-purpose principle.
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It is further understood that the extensive program contemplated
would necessarily be carried out step by step, with the details formulated progressively in cooperation with other Federal agencies and
local interests which take into account future trends, precipitation,
and agricultural and industrial developments. It is noted also that
because of the many interests involved and the uncertainty as to the
manner in which this important section of the United States will
develop in the future, the Board considers it impractical at this
time to make a detailed monetary estimate of the benefits that will
accrue; undoubtedly, therefore, as the program proceeds, opportunity
will be afforded for the detailed consideration of costs and benefits
of specific elements not now practicable of analysis. In conformity
with the progressive, step-by-step, cooperative development of the
program, the plan permits changes and modifications by the Secretary
of War and the Chief of Engineers.
This approach appears a constructive one toward the solution of a
difficult problem.
We wish to assure you of the cooperation of this Department in
the progressive working out of this plan. The Department may be
of particular assistance through its programs for water-flow retardation and soil-erosion prevention which may serve as valuable supplements, particularly since siltation is a serious problem in portions
of the basin.
Sincerely,
E. H. WrncKING,
Land Use Coordinator.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, November 10, 194-3.

Mr. E. H. WrncKING,
Land Use Coordinator, Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. 0.
MY DEAR MR. WrncKING: Reference is made to the Department's
letter of September 16, 1943, to Mr. Carleton P. Barnes, with which
there were enclosed two copies of the reports of the division engineer
and of the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors on the Department's authorized surv:ey of the Missouri River, Sioux City, Iowa, to
the_mouth. Reference is a!so made to subsequent telephone conver~at10nsb~tween representatives of your office and of this office regardmg tha_t mvestigation. It would be greatly appreciated if, in accorda_ncewith our usual practice with respect to cooperation in investigations of multiple-purpose projects, you will furnish rrie with your
co~ents
thereon for use in preparation of report of the Chief of
Engmeers.
Very truly yours,
THOMASM. ROBINS,
Major General, Acting Chief of Engineers.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
RIVERS
AND HARBORS,

Washington, August 23, 1943.
Subject: Missouri River, mouth to Sioux City, Iowa.
To: The Chief of Engineers, United States Army.
1. This report is in response to the following resolution adopted
May 13, 1943:
Resolved, by the Committee on Flood Control, House of Representatives, That the
Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, created under section 3 of the River
and Harbor Act approved June 13, 1902, be, and is hereby, requested to review
the report on the Missouri River contained in House Document No. 238, Seventythird Congress, second session, and House Document No. 821, Seventy-sixth
Congress, third session, with a view to determining whether any modification
should be made therein at this time with respect to flood control along the main
stem of the Missouri River from Sioux City, Iowa, to its mouth.

2. The Missouri River has its source in southwestern Montana,
flows generally east and south for 2,460 miles through or along seven
States, and empties into the Mississippi River 17 miles above St. Louis,
Mo. It drains 529,350 square miles consisting largely of plains but
including also easterly slopes of the Rocky Mountains and other rugged
areas. About 60 percent of the watershed is upstream from Sioux
City, Iowa, 760 miles above the river mouth. The principal tributaries below Sioux City are the Platte and Kansas Rivers from the
west and the Grand, Osage, and Gasconade Rivers in Missouri. The
average annual precipitation ranges from 26 inches at Sioux City to
40 inches at the river mouth. The soils are very fertile and agriculture
is the predominant land use. Sioux City, the Kansas Citys, at mile
377, and the intervening cities of Omaha, Nebr., and Council Bluffs,
Iowa, on opposite sides of the Missouri River at mile 632, contain
many major industries and important railroad facilities. During
drought periods the regions in the vicinity of Devils Lake and James
River in the Dakotas become so short of water that the entire population both human and animal is subject to great hardships. The
problem of a possible diversion of water from the upper Missouri
River to those areas has been under consideration for a long period.
3. Congress has authorized improvement of the Missouri River for
navigation to secure a minimum low water depth of 6 feet between the
mouth and Sioux City by means of bank revetment, construction of
permeable dikes to contract the low water channel and stabilize the
waterway, and by dredging. Although this work has not been completed, commercial use is made of the river and the construction accomplished has removed the threat of bank erosion and the occurrence
of cut-offs which were formerly very destructive of bordering properties and crops. Primarily to improve the low water flows for navigation, the United States has constructed Fort Peck Reservoir, with
storage capacity of 19,500,000 acre-feet, on the Missouri River in
Montana.
Recently a power plant with 35,000 kilowatt capacity to
generate power for irrigation pumpage and other purposes has bee_n
placed in operation at Fort Peck Dam. By storing flood waters this
reservoir also produces large flood-control benefits.
4. Two types of severe general floods, known as :March and June
floods from the months in which they usually occur, are characteristic
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of the Missouri River. The March floods result from melting snow
in the plains area above Sioux City and the break-up of river ice.
These floods are usually accompanied by only a small amount of
precipitation.
June floods result from snow thaws in the headwater
mountains accompanied by heavier rainfall. In addition flash floods
of local origin cause heavy damages nearly every year. Severe floods
between .._ioux Cjty and the mouth occurred in 1844, 1881, 1903,
1908, 1909, 1915, 1927, 1935, 1942, and 1943. Flood flows from the
:Missouri River contribute substantially to flood stages and damages
along the 1ississippi River. Between Sioux City and the mouth of
the l\Iissouri about 1,800,000 acres of land, largely cultivated and
hio-hly productive, are subject to inundation at extreme river states.
I~portant areas in Simm:City, Omaha, Council Bluffs, and the Kansas
Citys, and parts or aJI of over 50 smaller municipalities, are included
in the flood plain. In March, May, and June of 1943 very severe
floods occurred which overtopped or caused failure of nearly all the
levees on the Missouri River below Sioux City. The division engineer
estimates the damages of these three floods along the main stem below
ioux City at $35,000,000. Under general provisions of the Flood
Control Act of 1941 and the act for emergency flood control work
approved July 12, 1943, the Department spent $800,000 for rescue
and emergency work and is now assisting local interests in restoring
their levee to afford the original degree of protection which is estimated to cost $1,800,000.
5. Improvements constructed by local interests to secure relief from
floods along the 1fissouri River between Sioux City and the mouth
consist of levees and drainage works at many localities. These improvements, which are reported to have cost $20,000,000, generally
afford only minor protection to the areas included. By the Flood
Control Act approved June 22, 1936, Congress authorized the construction of levees and walls to afford protection from floods at the
Kansas Citys in accordance with plans approved by the Chief of
Engineers on recommendation of the Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors and as amended by further surveys and studies. This
work has been partially completed.
In a survey report of June 27,
1942, submitted to the Chief of Engineers, the division engineer
recommends modification of the plan to include a cut-off near the
Kansas Citys and various changes in the protective works. He estimates the total cost of the works under his modified plan at
$15,200,000. The Flood Control Act of August 18, 1941, authorized
bank erosion prevention works in the vicinity of Sioux City and levees
for protection between Sioux City and Kansas City and authorized
$1,000,000 for initiation of construction.
These levees would afford
protection from a flood similar to that of 1938. No construction has
yet been undertaken.
By the Flood Control Act of June 28, 1938,
Congress approved a general comprehensive plan for flood control
and other purposes in the Missouri River Basin and, for its initiation
and partial accomplishment, authorized $9,000,000 for reservoirs to
be selected and approved by the Chief of Engineers.
The Flood
Control Act of August 18, 1941, authorized the appropriation of
$7,000,000 additional for prosecution of the plan, including the Harlan
County Reservoir on Republican River and such other supplemental
flood control works on the Republican River a the Secretary of War
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and Chief of Engineers may find advisable. Construction of reservoirs under this plan bas not been commenced except for Kanopolis
Reservoir in the Kansas River Basin. Work on this partially completed reservoir has been deferred to conserve critical materials and
labor during the war. A plan for reservoir storage of flood waters on
Cherry Creek, Colo., an extreme headwater of Platte River, now
estimated to cost $11,000,000,was also approved by the Flood Control
Act of 1941 and $3,000,000 authorized for partial accomplishment.
The estimated total cost of the reservoirs and the protection works
for the Kansas Citys is $171,000,000.
6. Local interests desire the undertaking of such works as may be
found appropriate for securing relief from floods for the farm lands,
cities, and smaller urban communities along the Missouri River between Sioux City and the mouth. In view of the magnitude of the
problem and the number of separate interests involved, they believe
that this should be accomplished as a Federal project. Had the levees
authorized by the act of 1941 for the section between Sioux City and
Kansas City been constructed, they would not have afforded protection during the flood period of the current year. In view thereof,
local interests urge a reconsideration of flood protection measures for
the entire 760 miles of river and the formulation and execution of a
coordinated comprehensive plan of adequate works.
7. The di.vision engineer finds that a proper solution of the flood
problems along the main stem of the Missouri River requires the
formulation of a comprehensive plan for works to supplement those
heretofore approved. He presents such a plan which provides for the
construction of 12 additional multiple-purpose reservoirs, 5 on the
Missouri River with dams lor.ated above Sioux City between Yankton,
S. Dak., and Garrison, N. Dak., 2 in the Yellowstone River Basin, and
5 on tributaries of the Republican River; such works a.s required to
convey a feasible amount of water from the proposed Garrison Reservoir on the upper Missouri River across the Divide to the Devils
Lake area and to the headwaters of James River; and levees along
both banks of the Missouri River between Sioux City and the mouth
to protect all areas practicable, with flood walls as necessary in congested areas including pumping plants and drainage outlets. With
the reservoirs the levees are planned to afford protection against floods
equal to the largest of record. The division engineer estimates the
Federal cost at $410,000,000 for reservoirs and related works and
$71,600,000 for levees and their appurtenances; and the cost to local
interests at $8,400,000 for levee rights-of-way and relocations; making
a total cost of $490,000,000. By these proposed improvements, not
only would large flood damages be prevented along the Missouri River
and its tributaries and the Mississippi River, but also floodwaters
would be retained for their best uses for all purposes including irrigation, navigation, power, domestic and sanitary purposes, wildlife, and
recreation. Considering the large benefits of tangible nature and such
intangibles as the saving of human lives, the alleviation of suffering,
stabilization of the economic life of the valley, and encouragement of
industrial and civic developments, the division engineer concludes
that the plan is thoroughly justified. He propo_s~sit as a progressive
improvement to be undertaken by steps as conditions warrant and the
availability of funds permits.
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8. The division engineer recommemis: (a) That t~e genera~ com:
prehensive plan for flood control and other purposes m the ~1ssoun
River Basin approved by the act of June 28, 1938, as modified by
subsequent acts be expanded to include the plans presented herein
and as expanded be approved for prosecution by the War Department under the direction of the Secretary of War and supervision of
the Chief of Engineers with such modifications thereof and changes
therein as in the discretion of the Secretary of War and the Chief of
Engineers may become advisable; (b) that all reservoirs constructed
under the approved plan shall be constructed, operated, and maintained by the War Department under the direction of the Secretary
of "\Yar and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers; (c) that no
money appropriated for the prosecution of the works herein recommended shall be expended on the construction of any levee until
States, levee districts, or local interests have furnished without cost
to the United States all lands, easements, and rights-of-way for le-vees
and have agreed that they will maintain the levees after their completion; (d) that in addition to previous authorizations for the Missouri River Basin there be authorized to be appropriated a sum adequate to provide for the initiation and prosecution of the expanded
general comprehensive plan in a, logical step-by-step manner.
VIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE BOARD 013' ENGINEERS
RIVERS AND HARBORS

FOR

9. Flood control and the conservation of water resources are urgently needed in the Missouri River Basin. The water that now
produces floods should be stored and put to beneficial use in the
interest of navigation, power development, irrigation, and other useful purposes. 'l'o accomplish this, the division engineer has presented
a comprehensive plan for improvement wlDch in the opinion of the
Board is sound and adequate.
Such an extensive program would
necessarily be carried out step by step with the details formulated
progressively in cooperation with other Federal agencies and local
interests so as to take into account future trends in precipitation and
agricultural and industrial developments.
10. The di-vision engineer has largel:v confined his djscussion of
benefits of· the plan to the Missouri River Basin, which embraces
approximately one-sixth of the total area of the United States.
During the current year, floods along the main stem of the Missouri
River caused an estimated damage of $35,000,000 for the section below
Sioux Qjty alone, or an amount nearly one-half as large as the estimated
cost of the proposed levees. Considerably higher stages have been
e::,,,.l)eriencedin the past whose recurrence under present conditions
would cause damages many times greater than those caused by the
1943 flood. Recurrence of these and the occurrence of still larger
floods are to be anticipated unle s preventive measures are undertaken.
From this the Board concludes that the flood problem is a serious one
and that large expenditures to remedy it are justified. The Board
concurs with the division engineer that by retention for the various
uses enumerated, the surplus waters which cause these floods can be
made to return very large benefits. The plan presented to serve these
multiple purposes would provide the flood-plain lands included below
Sioux City with complete protection from all floods of past magnitude.
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11. In addition the plan would effect important reductions in flood
stages along the Mississippi River below the mouth of the Missouri.
Thus, the proposed :Missouri River Basin reservoirs, operated in
coordination with the authorized reservoirs in the Ohio, Arkansas, and
other basins would become an important and beneficial part of the
flood-control system of the lower Mississippi River. Use of the stored
water for multiple purposes would also improve low-water flows in the
Mississippi River thereby saving considerable dredging costs for the
9-foot navigation channel. Improvement of the low water flow would
assist in providing a 12-foot depth in the Mississippi River, study of
which has been requested by the Committee on Rivers and Harbors
of the House of Representatives.
12. Because of the many interests involved and uncertn,inty as to
the manner in which this important section of the United States may
develop in the future, the Board considers it impracticable at this
time to make a detailed monetary estimate of the benefits which
will accrue from the comprehensive plan. Considering the potentialities of the Missouri River Basin, the Board expects a continued
expansion of its economic activities and consideTs the proposed plan
as an advisable aid in that connection. It is certain that the benefits
from the work will be very great and widespread.
After thorough
consideration the Board concludes that the United States will profit
by undertaking the improvements as recommended by the division
engineer on a step-by-step basis.
13. Accordingly, the. Board recommends modification of the a.pproved general comprehensive plan for flood control and other purposes in the Missouri River Basin to include 12 additional multiplepurpose reservoirs, works to divert water to the Devils Lake and
James River Basin regions, and a system of levees and similar improvements along the Missouri River between Sioux City and the
mouth, in general accordance with the plan of the division engineer
as shown on the accompanying map with such modifications thereof
and changes therein as the Secretary of War and Chief of Engineers
may find advisable, at an estimated cost to the United States of
$481,600,000 for these additional works, the improvements to be
constructed and, except for the levees and appurtenances, operated·
and maintained by the War Department under the direction of the
Secretary of War and supervision of the Chief of Engineers; subject
to the condition that no expenditures shall be made for the construction of any levee unit and appurtenant works recommended herein
until local interests (a) provide without cost to the United States,
all land, easements, and rights-of-way necessary for construction of
said levee unit and appurtenant works; and (b) agree to hold and
save the United States free from damages due to the construction of
the levees and appurtenant works; and (c) agree to maintain and
operate the levees and appurtenant works after completion, such
maintenance to include cutting grass, removal of weeds, local drainage,
and minor repairs. The Board further recommends that in addition
to previous autho~izations of tunds t?-~r~ b_eauthorized for _appropriation funds sufficient to provide for 1mtrnt10n and prosecution of the·
expa~ded general comprehensive plan in logical steps.
For the Board:
JOHN

J.

KINGMAN,

Brigadier General, United States Army,
Senior :Member.
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Approximatelv 1,800,000 acres of land along the Mi souri River between Sioux
ity and the mouth are subject to destructive flood . This area is predominately agricultural; however, portions of Sioux Qjty, Iowa; Council Bluffs, Iowa;
Omaha, K ebr.; the Kansas Citys in Kan. as and Mis ouri, and many smaller
municipalities are also subject to flooding in some degree.
everal major floods have occurred during the past 100 years. These include
the floods of 1844, 1881, 1903, and three severe floods so far during 1943. The
damages caused so far during 1943 are estimated to be about $35,000,000.
Between Sioux City and the mouth, the river is being improved for navigation.
Prior to the con truction of river-improvement
works, the riYer meandered from
bluff to bluff, and cau ed serious damage to farm property by bank erosion and
channel cut-offs. The river-improvement
works have now stabilized the banks
and provided a fixed channel in the flood plain, thus eliminating the previous
hazards due to bank erosion and cut-off..
However, the flood hazard remains.
In an attempt, to provide flood protection for their land , local interests have
constructed levees and drainage works throughout the reach from Sioux City to
the mouth.
It is e timated that the total amount expended on these works to
date is in excess of $20,000,000. However, the levees are generally inadequate
to protect against any except the minor flood , and have not been constructed in
accordance with any unified, correlated plan.
Local intere ts are anxious to secure a much greater degree of protection than
they now have, but consider that the problem is of such magnitude that the
burden must be a urned by the Federal Government.
There is no question but
that the additional flood protection is needed and ju. tified. Although a considerable increase in the amount of protection now afforded can be provided by
levee , it is impracticable to provide complete protection again t all past floods
by levees alone. However, complete protection again t all past floods can and
should be provided by a system of levees ...,upplemented by reservoirs.
The plan proposed herein would provide for a series of levees and appurtenant
works along both side of the Iis ouri River from Sioux City to the mouth,
supplemented by the pre ently authorized re ervoirs in Xebra ka, Kan as, and
Mis ouri. and additional multiple-purpose
reserYoirs. The estimated cost of
the levee project is $80,000,000 and of the additional multiple-purpose reservoirs
is -H0,000,000.
It is recommended that the general comprehensive plan for flood control and
other purposes in the l\Ii ouri Rh-er Basin be expanded to include the plan as
proposed in this report.
OFFICE

,, AR DEPART:\IEXT,
OF THE Drvis10x
E~.,.GINEER,
~IIssouRI
RIVER DIVISION,

Omaha, .1..Vebr.,
August 10, 1943.
Subject: Report on review of the reports on the ~Iissouri River Basin.
To: The Chief of Engineers, -United States Army, \\ ..ashington, D. C.
I. INTRODUCTIOX

AN'D GEXERAL

DESCRIPTION

. 1. Authority for report.-Thi
report is submitted in compliance
with the following resolution of the Committee on Flood Control,
House of Representatives, adopted ~Iay 13, 1943.
Th~t the Board of Engineer' for Rh·er and Harbor~. created under section 3 of
the_ Rn-er and Harbor Act approved June 13, 1902. be and is hereby requested to
renew the ~eports on the 11i, ouri River contained in Hou, e Document ~ -o. 238,
eYenty-th1rd Congre , "'econd ses ion, and Hou e Document 821 'eventv-sixth
Congress, third se- ion, with a view to determining whether ar{y modification
should be ma~e therein at this time with re-pect to flood control along the main
stem of the :\Ii ouri River from 'ioux City, Iowa, to its mouth.
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2. Arrangement of report.-The

RIVER BASIN

report co~tains the following parts:

MAIN BODY OF REPORT

I. Introduction and general description.
II. Flood characteristics.
III. Flood problem.
IV. Proposed flood-control plan.
V. Economic justification and discussion.
VI. Conclusions.
VII. Recommendations.
I. Maps and charts.
[ II. Transcript

APPENDIXES
1

of public hearings.

2.

3. Scope of report.-In the preparation of this report, the "308"
report on the Missouri River, House Document 238, Seventy-third
Congress, and the report on the Missouri River from Sioux City,
Iowa, to Kansas City, Mo., House Document 821, Seventy-sixth
Congres~, were rev:ewed. In add~tion, the following were also utilized: Other reports prepared by this Department, reports of other
agencies, flood-damage investigations, hydrographic surveys, studies
of aerial photographs of the alluvial valley, special field investigations
and compilation of known survey data and other information available in the Department.
4. Public bearings to determine the views and suggestions of local
interests were held at Washington, :Mo., on June 8, 1943; at Onawa,
Iowa, on June 9, 1943; at Nebraska City, Nebr., on June 10, 1943.
Data for this report were prepared by the Kansas City and Omaha
districts and correlated by the Missouri River division.
5. General description of the basin.-The Missouri River is formed
by the confluence of the Gallatin, Madison, and Jefferson Rivers at
Three Forks, Mont., and flows generally east and south about 2,460
miles to its confluence with the Mississippi River about 17 miles above
St. Louis. The drainage area of the basin is 529,350 square miles,
including 9,715 square miles in the Dominion of Canada. That portion of the dra~nage area located within the United States includes all
of the State of Nebraska and portions of the States of Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Colorado, Iowa,
Kansas, and Missouri.
6. Most of the area within the Missouri River Basin is gently rolling
or plains country. The Ozark Mountains in Missouri, the Black Hills
in South Dakota, and the Rocky Mountains which form the western
boundary of the basin are the principal mountainous areas in the basin.
In the reaches of the Missouri River above Fort Benton, the river
generally flows through narrow valleys and canyons with banks composed of rock and gravel. Between Fort Benton and Sioux City,
Iowa, the Missouri River flows through a valley from 1 to 10 miles in
width, w~th easily eroded banks and an unstable channel.
7. General description of basin below Sio·ux City.-The. drainage
area of the Missouri River above Sioux City is 314,617 square miles,
and below Sioux City it is 214,733 square miles. Between Sioux
City Iowa and the mouth, the principal tributaries are the Platte
and K.ansa~ Rivers, whose principal drainage areas are, respectively,
in Nebraska and Kansas, and the Grand, Osage, and Gasconade
Rivers, whose principal drainage areas are in Missouri.
1 Only pl. 16 is printed.
2 Not printed.
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8. Below Sioux City the bluffs along the valley are steeply rolling
to nearlv vertical and rise from 150 to 300 feet above the valley
floor. The valley w:dth varies from 1½ to 17 miles. The average
width of the valley is about 5 miles. The valley-floor elevations
\'UTY from approximately
420 feet mean se~ level_ at the mouth to
approximately 1,100 feet mean sea level at S10ux City.
9. The average rainfall for the area between Siom~:City, Iowa, and
the mouth varies from about 26 inches at Sioux City to about 40
inches near the mouth. The regimen of the Missomi River is characterized bv wide variations between maximum and minimum discharges . .,In the reach of the river between Sioux City, Iowa, and
the mouth, records of river stages are available since 1872. However,
except for the period 1879 to 1891, discharge measurements have been
obtained at stations along this reach of the river only since about 1928.
10. The area along the Missomi River between Siomc City, Iowa,
and the mouth is predominately agricultural.
Dairying and truck
gardernng are carried on extensiYely near the large municipalities~
In the larger municipalities there is considerable industrial development. The area has well-developed railroad and highway facilities.
There is an existing 6-foot navigation project from SiolL"'\:
City, Iowa,
to the mouth. Commercial navigation has been carried on below
Kansas City, Mo., for many years and to Omaha, Nebr., for several
years prior to the war. Several commercial towboats formerly operating on the Missouri River have recently been withdrawn for use on
the :Mississippi and other inland waterways to assist in relieving the
critical transportation problems in the East. However, when towing
equipment is available water-borne transportation will be available
to the entire area under invest,igation.
11. Pertinent exist1.'.ng
and authorized Federal projects.-The existing
navigation project between Sioux City, Iowa, and the mouth resulted
from authorization contained in acts of Congress dated July 25,
1912; August 8, 1917; March 3, 1925; and January 21, 1927. The
existing project provides for securing a navigable channel with a
minimum low-w·ater depth of 6 feet, by means of bank revetment,
permeable dikes to contract and stabilize the ·waterway, removal of
snags, and occasional dredging. The project is about 97 percent
complete between Kansas City, :Mo., and the mouth, and about
90 percent complete between Siou.x City, Iowa, and Kansas City,
Mo. Further new construction has been deferred in order to conserve critical materials and manpower for the war effort. The
navigation works, although not completed, have already stabilized
the banks of the river, eliminated the constant shifting of the channel,
and greatly reduced bank erosion.
12. 'l'he Fort Peck Dam in Montana was authorized by the River
and Harbor Act of August 30, 1935. The Fort Peck Dam, with a
gross reservoir capacity of about 19,500,000 acre-feet, was constructed
primarily for assuring adequate navigation depths downstream.
The clam ,vas essentially completed in 1939. The reservoir is operated
to store excess water during the high-water season for later release to
augment the fl.ow duri..n.glow-water periods. A hydroelectric power
plant at the Fort Peck Dam was authorized by the act of Congress
of ~fay 18, 1938. On June 30, 1943, one 35,000 kilowatt unit was
placed in operation. Operation of the project not only provides
water for navigation and the generation of power for irrigation and
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other purposes, but produces large flood-control benefits by storing
excess flows during high-water periods.
13. Unde~ the flood Control Act of June 28, 1938, the general
comprehensive plan for flood control and other purposes in the
Missouri Rivrr Basin as set forth in Flood Control Committee Document No. 1, Sove~ty-fifth Congress, first session, ,vas approved, and
$9,000,000 authorized for reservoirs for the initiation and partial
accomplishment of the plan. Construction work has been started
on one reservoir project only, the Kanopolis Dam on the Smoky Hill
River in_ central Kansas, a~ an estimated total cost of $9,000,000.
Complet10n of the construct10n work on this dam has been deferred
in order to conserve critical materials and manpower.
14. Under the Flood Control Act of August 18, 1941, there was
authorized to be appropriated in addition to previous authorizations
$7,000,000 for the prosecution of the comprehensive plan approvecl
in the act of June 28, 1938, including the Harlan County Reservoir
on the Republican River in Nebraska and such other supplemental
work on the Republican River as the Secretary of ,iVar and the Chief
of Engineers may find advisable. The plan presented in this report
provides for necessary and desirable dams on tributaries of the
Republican River as well as the Harlan County Dam on the main
stem of that river as authorized in the Flood Control Act of 1941.
15. A system of levees along the Missouri River brtween Sioux
City, Iowa, and Kansas City, l\fo., and a bank-erosion project just
above Sioux City were authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1941,
substantially in accordance with the plans presented in House Document 821, Seventy-sixth Congress, third session. The plan included
in House Document 821 would provide protection against discharges
similar to those which occurred during the 1938 flood .
. 16. A project for protection of the Kansas Citys of Kansas and
Missouri was authorized for construction in the Flood Control Act
of 1936, "in accordance with plans approved by the Chief of Engineers on recommendation of the Board of Engine rs for Rivers and
Harbors and as amended by further surveys and studies now in progress * * *." Construction of some of the units of this project
was started but has since been deferred in ordm· to conserve critical
materials and manpmver for the war effort. Further studies have
been made and a survey report dated June 27, 1942, has been submitted to the Chief of Engineers. The report of June 27, 1942,
proposes modification of the plan us~d as a basis for the a_uthorization
in the Flood Control Act of 1936 to mclude a cut-off at Liberty Bend,
near the Kansas Citys, and various changes in alinement and height.
of the protective works. The plans presented in the report of June
27, 1942, were discussed at the hearings of the Flood Control Com-mittee in June 1943.
II.

FLOOD

CHARACTERISTICS

17. General.-The Missouri River between Sioux City, Iowa, and
the mouth is subject to two general periods of high water each year.
The first is often referred to as the March rise. It is caused by the
rapid melting of snow in the Plains areas i?-Montana 1 Wyoming, a~d
the Dakotas and the break-up and meltmg of the ice m the mam
stem and its tributaries.
This melting of snow a.ncl ice occurs in a
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relatively short period of time and turns into flo~ing wat~r t1?-e
moisture that has been held back throughout the wmter months m
the form of snow and ice. This high-water period is usually accompanied by a relatively small amount of precipitation.
It is char~cterized by relatively sharp peaks, although the volume of water ~ur1?-g
this hio-h-water period is considerable. Due to the fact that this rise
is ord~arily accompanied by very little precipitation, the crest
flattens as it continues downstream, and floods from this rise are usuallv most severe in the upper part of the river. An example of a
1Iarch rise flood is the one that occurred during the spring of 1943.
This rise produced stages higher than any since the 1881 flood from
Pierre, S. Dak., to Rulo_. Nebr.
18. The second general period of high water is often referred to as
the June rise. This high-water period occurs subsequent to the
)farch rjse and is produced by the combined run-off from t.wo sources:
(1) the melting of snow from the mountains in the headwaters regions,
which persists for a comparatively long period of tjme (2 or 3 months),
and (2) run-off from rainfall occmring in the basin. Floods from this
rise are ordinarily most severe in the lower part of the basin where
the rainfall is normally the greatest. The run-off from excessive snow
melt from the headwaters regions, combined with run-off from heavy
rainfall in the basin, produces floods of major proportions.
Examples
of this type of flood are those which occurred in 1844 and 1903.
19. The Missouri River Valley is also subject to flash floods "\\Thich
occur at various times during the year_. :Many of these flash floods
reach major proportions for considerable distances along the river
and usually occur as a result of heavy run-off from local tributaries
or from local ice jams. Practically every year there is some flooding
along the Missouri River from Sioux City to the mouth as a result of
flash floods.
•
III.

FLOOD FROBLEM

20. Agricultural areas subject to floo«_s.-Between Sioux City, Iowa,
and the mouth there are about 1,800,000 acres of land subject to
flooding at extreme stages. Most of this area is under cultivation at
the present time and includes some of the most fertile and productive
land in the world. The principal corps grown are corn, wheat, barley,
rye, oats, alfalfa, and garden produce. Although the land is highly
pr~ductive, floods on the Missouri River have always constituted a
senous hazard to farming. Previous to the construction of river
improvement works, the land was not only subject to floods but to
damage by bank erosion and cut-offs. The thi·eat from bank erosion
and cut-offs has now been removed by the river stabilization works,
but the flood hazard still remains.
21. 1\1unicipal areas sub,iect to floods.-The principal cities subject
to flooding are the Kansas Citys in Kansas and· Missouri; Council
Bluffs, Iowa; Omaha, Nebr.; and SiolL"'IC
City, Iowa.
_(a) The Kansas Citys, with a total population of over a half
million people, include in the bottom lands subject to floods the stockyard~ which are the second largest in the world, many manufacturing
and rndustrial establishments, important rail lines and highways,
two airports, and the entire municipality of North Kansas City, Mo.
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(b) At Council Bluffs, Iowa, a city of more than 40,000 population
over half the city would be inundated in a major flood includin;
important railroads, manufacturing and industrial establ~hments. b
(c) At Omaha, Nebr., a city of over 200,000 population. the municipal airport is located· within the flood plain; also impo1~tant manufacturing and industrial plants:, and the entire village of Carter Lake
Iowa, which includes about 1;250 families.
'
(d) At Sioux City, Iowa, a city of over 80,000 population, a portion
of the business district is subject to flooding, and also a large part of
the stockyards, railroad facilities, and some manufacturing and industrial establishments.
In addition to these cities there are over 50 smaller municipalities
wl?-ich are wholly or partia 1
ly vulnerable to floods along the main
stem of the Missouri River.
22. Floods.-In the upper part of the river the highest flood of
record was caused by the March rise of 1881. Practically the entire
area from bluff to bluff was inundated from Sioux City, Iowa, to St.
Joseph, Mo., and the river was above flood stage all the way to the
mouth. In addition to the damage caused by the water itself, there was
a great deal of damage done by the cutting and crushing action of huge
cakes of ice as they were swept downstream. When reservoirs are
constructed upstream from Sioux City, this type of damage will be
largely eliminated. The flood of 1881 caused millions of dollars of
damage.
23. In the lower part of the river the highest flood of record was.
caused by the June rise of 1844. This flood also produced stages in
the upper part of the river approaching those of the 1881 flood.
Reliable records of the damage caused by this flood are not available.
The next highest flood of record in the lower part of the river was
caused by the June rise of 1903. This flood paralyzed commerce,
industry, and cmumunications for weeks and caused millions of dollars
of damage at the Kansas Citys alone. It flooded the entire bottoms
area on which is now located hundreds of industrial and manufacturing
plants and the airports. The total direct damage during this flood
between Sioux City and the mouth was over $10,000,000.
24. In addition to the floods of 1844, J 881, and 1903, there have
been many other severe floods between Sioux City and the mouth, such
as those which occurred during 1908, 1909, 1915, 1927, 1935, 1942,
and 1943. In fact, there is flooding of some consequence practically
every year on the Missouri River between Sioux City and the mouth.
25. Individual farmers, groups of farmers, levee districts, and
drainage districts have constructed levees at many locations between
Sioux City and the mouth in an attempt to safeguard their lands and
property. Accurate figures are not available as to the total smount
expended by local interests on levees and drainage works in their
efforts to provide flood protection, but it is estimated that these
expenditures have exceeded $20,000,000. The levees have been
successful in protecting against some of the minor floods, but have
not been adequa.te to withstand the more severe floods.
26. The March rise of 1943 produced a major .flood in the upper
part of the river under investigation.
The result.ing stages w~re
higher than any experienced since 1881. Levees were breached all
the way from Sioux City to Kansas Cit3;. Then in May, as a r~sult
of heavy rainfall, a major flood occurred m the lower part of the nver.
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Stages below the mouth of the Osage River were, in general, higher
than those of the 1903 flood. This flood breached or overtopped
most of the levees between Jefferson City, Mo., and the mouth.
Following this flood and as a result of additional heavy rainfall, another
severe flood occurred in June which extended all the way from Nebraska City to the mouth, with stages from Waverly, Mo., to Glasgow,
Mo., approximating those of the 1903 flood. This flood caused the
breaching or O"\""ertoppingof practically all of the levees between
Kansas City and Jefferson City which had not previously failed.
27. The floods of 1943 have caused damages so far of about
$35,000,000 along the main stem of the Missouri River between Sioux
City and the mouth. About 1,000,000 acres of land have been inundated, of which about 200,000 acres were flooded for the second time.
On about 600,000 acres the flooding prevented the production of the
normal crop, and on about 300,000 acres it may require from 1 to 3
years before the land can be placed into full normal crop production.
Highways and railroads in the river valley suffered heavily. Practically every agricultural levee between Sioux City and the mouth
was either overtopped, breached, or otherwise seriously damaged.
Many of these levees had been previously damaged by the high water
of 1942, and repaired either by the local interests or by the Federal
Government under the provisions of section 5 of the 1941 Flood
Control Act. The amount expended under provisions of section 5
of the 1941 Flood Control Act amounted to approximately $300,000.
All this effort and expense was nullified by the 1943 floods. In addition, the Engineer Department expended over $800,000 for rescue
and emergency work during the 1943 floods.
28. Under the provisions of section 5 of the 1941 Flood Control Act
and Public Law 138, Seventy-eighth Congress, approved July 12,
1943, the Department is now assisting local interests in the restoration
of their damaged levees. The estin1a ted cost of restoring the levees
damaged during the 1943 floods to their original degree of protection
is approximately $1,800,000.
29. Desires of local interests.-For
years the desire for adequate
flood protection has been voiced by local jnterests in their contacts
with the Engineer Department.
In 1939, following an organized
effort on the part of local interests between Sioux City and Kansas
City, an investigation was authorized by resolution of the Committee
on Commerce, United States Senate, to determine whether any modi~cation should be made in the report on the Missouri River contained
m House Document 238, Seventy-third Congress, second session, with
respect to flood control along the main stem of the Missouri River
!rom Sioux City, Iowa, to Kansas City, Mo. As a result of this
mvestigation, Congress authorized a system of levees between Sioux
City and Kansas City which would provide protection against a flood
similrr to that of 1938. Hmrnver, no money was ever appropriated
to construct works authorized under this authorization.
30. Discouraged by the apparent futility of restoring and repairing
existing private levees, only to have them breached or overtopped time
and again, and realizing that the 1943 floods would have breached or
overtopped the levees authorized in the 1941 act had they been constructed, local interests have asked for a restudy of the problem.
This resulted in the congressional resolution authorizing the present
report.
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31. Local interests are definitely of the opinion that more adequate
protection than is provided by existing works is necessary. They
also are convinced this must be accomplished through some unified
and well-coordinated plan, and that the problem is of such magnitude
that the burden must be assumed by the Federal Government.
This
general attitude is reflected in the discussions in the public hearings
held in_connection with this report (see appendix II),2 by numerous
resolutions adopted by local organizations and by the many recent
contracts with local interests in connection with repair of levees under
provisions of section 5 of the 1941 Flood Control Act.
IV.

PROPOSED

FLOOD

CONTROL

PLAN

32. The plan of flood control proposed herein consists of a series of
levees and appurtenant works along both sides of the river from Sioux
City, Iowa, to the mouth of the Missouri River, supplemented by the
presently authorized reservoirs in N cbraska, Kansas, and Missouri,
and additional multiple-purpose reservoirs, including reservoirs above
Sioux City. This plan would provide flood protection for agricultural
lands along both sides of the river and protection for the cities of
Sioux City, Iowa; Council Bluffs, Iowa; Omaha, Nebr.; and the
Kansas Citys, Kans. and Mo. A plan for the protection of the
Kansas Citys is described in a survey report prepared by the district
engineer, Kansas City, dated June 27, 1942, and no change in that
plan is proposed herein. The general alignment of the proposed levees
is shown on sheets 1 to 9 and the proposed profile of the design flood
is shown on sheets 10 to 15, appendix I. 1
33. In determining the degree of protection which should be provided by the levees, the following factors were considered:
(a) The effect on future flood discharges o{ the operation of the
system of authorized reservoirs in the lower part of the basin.
(b) The effect on future flood discharges of the operation of multiplepurpose reservoirs upstream from Sioux City.
(c) The height to which it is practicable to construct earth levees
along the Missouri River without danger of destruction by foundation failure or by development of sand boils.
(cl) The amount of set-back of the levees which would be required to provide adequate flood~ay capacity.
34. Flood discharges are usually greatest in the lower part of the
river, which area normally receives the greatest amount of rainfall.
Also the valley in the lower end is considerably narrower than in the
upper part. Consequently, the relative degre~ of p~otection whi~h
can be economically provided by levees alone is considerably less m
the lower part of the river than in the upper river. This emphi:i~sizes
the need for completion of the reservoirs now authorized for the lower
part of the river
35. Complete protection against all floods of recor1 by levees alone
is impracticable.
However, the levees proposed herem, supplement~d
by the presently authorized reservoirs in th~ lower part o~ the basm
and the additional multiple-purpose reservoirs would provide protection between Sioux City, Iowa, and the mouth against all past floods
of record.
1

Only pl. 16 is printed .

2

Not printed.
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36. The proposed le-vees for protecting agricultural areas would be
of earth fill, with a IO-foot crovm width, and side slopes of 1 on 3 on

the river side and 1 on 5 on the land side, with a 2-foot freeboard above
the design flood after settlement.
Drainage structures would be
placed through the levees as required to drain interior run-off. vVhere
required, by foundation conditions or other special reasons, rolled
fill levees would be constructed.
Proposed floodway widths between
lewes would vary from a minimum of 3 000 feet from Sioux City, Iowa,
to Kansas City, ~Io., and 5,000 feet from Kansas City, Mo., to the
mouth.
37. At places where there is a concentration of population and property values, such as at Sioux City, Iowa; Omaha, Nebr.; Council
Bluffs, Iowa; and Gasconade Boatyard in ~1issouri, the levees would
be rolled fill with 10-foot crown width and side slopes of 1 on 3 on the
river ide and 1 on 4 on the land side, \\ith a 3-foot freeboard above the
design flood. Where space is not available for levees, concrete flood
walls would be constructed.
Drainage structures would be provided
through the levees and where neces ary pumping plants would be provided to care for drainage during flood periods. Floodway widths at
municipal and special areas would be determined by economic considerations.
38. The plan for control of bank erosion above Sioux City, Iowa,
presented in House Document 821, Seventy-si.~th Congress, third
session, was reconsidered; however. no change in that previously
recommended is considered necessary at this time. The plan for the
protection of the Kansas Citys as contained in the report referred to
in paragraph 32 was also reviewed and no change in the plans proposed therein is considered necessary.
39. Levee costs.-The estimated cost of the levees and appurtenant
works as proposed herein is as follows: 3
I Non-Federal

Federal
Portion or project
Construction

$65, 000. 000
5, 400, 000

Bridge
raising
$750, 000
450, 000

$3,250,000

no,ooo

10,400, oooI

TotaL __________________________________
_

1, 200, ooo
7:i.,600,000

Total, first
cost

Rights-of-way
and relocations

8,400,000

I

$74, 000, 000
6,000,000
80,000,000

40. The design flood profile and location of the proposed levees as
su~mitted with this report are sufficiently accurate for the purpose of
estrmating costs; however, before construction is initiated, final design
flood profiles and the exact locations of the levees should be correlated
with the latest data available on the comprehensive plan of development.
41. .._\.lthoughprotection against all pa t floods of record cannot be
accomplished by lenes alone, complete protection can and should be
provided by completing the reservoirs authorized in the lower part of
the basin and by constructing additional reservoirs including reservoirs
above Sioux City. In order to provide for the maximum utilization
of the waters of the basin, the reservoirs proposed above Sioux City
1

Exclusive of the costs for protection at the Kansas Citys, which costs are shown in table 2, par. 48.
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sho~d be mult~ple-pu~pose projects. Studies of multiple-purpose
proJects above Sioux City show that the following should be included
as a part of the comprehensive plan of development for the Missouri
River Basin:
Project

Location

Garrison! _________
---------------Near
Oak Creek________________________
Near
Oahe. ___. -- -- __________
_______
___ Near
Fort Randall _____________________
Near
Gavini: Point. ____________________
Near
Lower Canyon. ___________________
Near
Boysen ___-----------------------Near

Approximate Approximate
gross storage total construe•
capacity
tion cost
Acre-feet

Garrison, N. Dak_ ________________ 17,000.000 $130,000,000
Mobridge, S. Dak_________________ 6,000,000
60,000,000
Pierre, S. Dak_________________
____
6, 000,000
50,000,000
Wheeler, S. Dak___________________ 6,000,000
75,000,000
Yankton, S. Dak__________________
200,000
15,000,000
Livingston, Mont.________________ 2,250,000
R5,000,000
Thermopolis, Wyo ___.____________
3,500,000
20,000,000
,_____
,___ _
TotaL ______________________
-----------------------------------------40,950,ooo 385,000,000

1 Includes

divcr~ion into the Dakotas.

42. In connection with the proposed Garrison Reservoir, a practical
solution to a situation which has long existed in the States of North and
South Dakota and which periodically causes much trouble is possible.
During excessively dry years the regions in the vicinity of Devils Lake
and the James River Basin become so short of water that animals are
suojected to great suffering and the people to severe hardship.
Droughts almost, if not entirely, destroy animal and plant ljfe in
these areas. The best over-all use of the multiple-purpose reservoirs
would permit a feasible diversion of water from the Missouri River
into the Dakotas for domestic use and other purposes. First there
must be conserved and stored in the Missouri Basin enough water to
provide this diversion. The plan proposed herein provides for such
storage in the reservoirs listed in the preceding paragraph. By
the time that water is available, there should also be completed
pumping facilities and conduits needed to provi<le the Devils Lake and
,Tames River regions at least as much water as they now have during
seasons of normal rainfall. Later this flow of water can be increased
to provide much additional irrigation. The plan herein contemplates
th~t there shall be started improvements to provide a diversion of
water from the Missouri River into the Dakotas and that this diversion
shoUld be progressively increased and improved as time and conditions
warrant such improvements. The location of the facilities for the first
phase of this improvement is indicated on the map accompanying this
report.
V. ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION

AND DISCUSSION

43. The damage caused by the l 943 floods alone on the Missouri
River between Siou...,cCity and the mouth is estimated to be about
$35,000,000, or almost one-half of the cost of the proposed levee
project.
44. The total value of the area subject to floods along the Missouri
River between Sioux City and the mouth, including all fixed and movable property, has been estimated to be about $1,000,000,000.
45. The comprehensive plan proposed herein would provide not
only complete protection for this_ area against all_past_ floods on the
Missouri River but would effect important reductions m flood stages
on the lower Mississippi River. In addition to providing flood-control
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benefits on the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers, the comprehensive
plan would also provide for the most efficient utilization of the waters
of the Missouri River Basin for all purposes, including irrigation,
navigation, power, domestic and sanitary purposes, wildlife, and
recreation.
46. Furthermore, the plan would provide many intangible benefits
including:
(1) The saving of lives.
(2) The alleviation of human suffering.
(3) A general stabilization of the economic life of the valley and of
interstate commerce.
(4) The encouragement of industrial and civic developments.
47. The plan is unquestionably justified.
48. Although the construction of the comprehensive plan is justified
and should be ultimately accomplished in its entirety, it is recognized
that it would not be feasible to initiate the construction of-all of the
units at one time. Instead, the development should proceed in an
orderly, step-by-step manner as circumstances and availability of
funds permit. Units selected for the first phase of development
should be those which would provide the greatest benefits from propressive step-by-step construction.
This general scheme of progressive development has been successfully carried out on the Nile River
and other rivers. On the Nile the Aswan Dam was originally a
relatively low structure but has since been raised three times as the
needs of the region warranted.
Similarly, on the Mississippi River
the plan for flood control has been modified several times to provide
for an increased degree of flood protection. Table 1 shows projects
to be authorized and included in the comprehensive plan. Table 2
shows projects already authorized.
TABLE

Project

1.-Projects
Total cost

to be authorized
First phase

Second
phase

Third
phase

Fourth
phase

Missouri River levees: t
Sioux City, Iowa, to Platte River_ $14,500.000
Platte River to Rulo, Nebr _______ 8,000,000
Rulo, Xebr., to Kansas City, Mo_ 15,000,000
Kansas City, Mo., to Jefferson
City, Mo ______________________22,500,000
Jefferson City, Mo., to mouth ____ 14,000,000
Sioux City, Iowa _________________
600. 000
Omaha,. ebr ____________________ 3, soo;
ooo
Council Bluffs, Iowa _____________ 1,600,000
Garrison Reservoir ___________________130,000,000
Oak Creek Reservoir_ ________________ 60,000,000
$130, 000, 000 $124, 000, 000 $121, 000, 000 $115, 000. 000
Oahe Reservoir _______________________50,000,000
Fort Randall Reservoir _______________ 75,000,000
Gavins Point Reservoir_ _____________ 15,000,000
Medicine Creek Reservoir ____________ 2,400,000
Hale Reservoir. ______________________ 7,200,000
Red Willow Reservoir ________________ 2,100,000
Enders Reservoir _____________________ 6. 700,000
~eecher Island Reservoir _____________ 6. 600,000
oysen Reservoir _______•_____________ 20,000,000
Lower Canyon Reservoir _____________ 35. 000, 000
TotaL __________________________
490, 000, 000
. 1 Costs shown for projects between Sioux City and Kansas City are the total estimated costs of constructID!!_these units in accordance with the expanded plan as recommended in this report and thus supersede the
estunated costs of the project from Sioux City, Iowa, to Kansas City, Mo., as authorized in the 19!1 Flood
Control Act at a Federal cost of $5,050,000. However, the estimates for the expanded projects do not include
the costs of the erosion project above Sioux City autnorized in the 1941 Flood Control Act at an estimated
cost of $875,000.
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2.-Projects

now authorized

Total cost

First
phase

2 $9, 000,000
Kanopolis Reservoir __________________
Harlan County Reservoir ____________3 20, 000,000
Osceola Reservoir ____________________ 28. 500,000
Tuttle Creek Reservoir _______________ 28.000,000
Chillicothe Reservoir _________________ 28,500,000
Arlington Reservoir __________________ 7,300,000
South Grand Reservoir _______________ 10,400,000
Pomme de Terre Reservoir ___________ 6,200,000
Richland Reservoir_ _________________ 6,900,000
Cherry Creek Reservoir_ _____________ 4 8,200,000
The Kansas Citys, Mo. and Kans ____ 6 18,000,000
TotaL __________________________
171,000,000

$61,000,000

1

Second
phase

Third
phase

$42, 700,000

$41, 500,000

Fourth
phase

$30,800,000

$29,000,000have been authorized to date to be appropriated for prosecution of projects listed in table 2.
Partially constructed. Funds needed to compleLe estimated to be $3,000,000.
Current estimate (including storage for irrigation), $31,000,000.
Current estimate for Cherry Creek project, $11,000,000.
Partially constructed. Federal cost to June 1, 1942, $2,543,527. Estimated additional costs to comi;:-lete
(from Survey report dated June 27, 1942) arc: Federal cost, $13,000,000;non-Federal, $2,200,000;total,
$15,200,000.
NOTE.-For location of projects, see map ccompanying this report.
1

2

3
4
6

49. In connection with the development of the multiple-purpose
projects, those shown for the Missouri River will provide for the maximum practicable storage of water of the main stem. The water to
be impounded in these, as well as the other multiple-purpose structures
shown in tables 1 and 2, will be utilized to produce the maximum
practicable development of irrigation, navigation, power, an<l other
multiple purposes. However, sufficient storage will be provided in
each reservoir to provide for the needs of local flood protection downstream from the reservoir as well as for the needs of the general comprehensive plnn for flood control for the Missouri River Basin. To
provide for the maximum utilization of the waters stored in multiplepurpose reservoirs, a plan would be worked out for each structure in
collaboration with the various water-use agencies involved. The
amount of water to be made available to the Bureau of Reclamation
for irrigation would be arrived at after close collaboration with that
agency. The development of power potentialities would be determined in cooperation with the Federal Power Commission. Water
use for other purposes would be arrived at in u similar manner.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

50. It is concluded that the existing approved plan of improvement
for the Missouri Basin should be expanded substantially as indicated
herein to include in addition to the plan authorized under existing law,
the following:
(a) A series of levees and appurtenant works along both sides_o! ~he
Missouri River from the vicinity of Sioux City: Iown, to the vrnm1ty
of the mouth of the Mis ouri River.
(b) The following multiple-purpose reservoirs: Five on the main
stem of the Missouri River, five on the tributaries of the upper Republican River, one on the Big Horn River, and one on the Yellowstone River.
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(c) A diversion from the vicinity of Garrison Dam into the Dakotas
extending to the Devils Lake and the James River Basin regions to<1etherwith the pumping stations, conduits, and other facilities neces~ary to supply water during drought seasons for the Devils Lake and
.James River regions.
VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

51. It is recommended:
(a) That the general comprehensive plan for flood control and other
purposes in the :Missouri River Basin approved by the act of June 28,
1938, as modified by subsequent acts, be expanded to include the plans
pre ented herein and as expanded be approved for prosecution by the
TI'"arDepartment under the direction of the Secretary of War and
~upervision of the Chief of Engineers with such modifications thereof
and changes therein as in the discretion of the Secretary of War and
the Chief of Engineers may become advisable.
(b) That all reservoirs constructed under the approved plan shall
be constructed, operated, and maintained by the War Department
under the direction of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the
Chief of Engineers.
(c) That no money appropriated for the prosecution of the works
herein recommended shall be expended on the construction of any
levee until States, levee districts, or local interests have furnished
without cost to the United States all lands, easements, and rights-ofway for levees and have agreed that they will maintain the levees after
their completion; maintenance includes normally such matters as
cutting grass, removal of weeds, local drainage, and minor repairs.
(d) That in addition to previous authorizations for the :Missouri
River Basin there be authorized to be appropriated a sum adequate to
provide for the initiation and prosecution of the expanded general
comprehensive plan in a logical step-by-step manner.
LEwrs A. PrcK,
Colonel, Corps of Engineers, Division Engineer.
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